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Chapter 2451: Marriage is nearing (4) 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she raised her head abruptly and her eyes widened. 

What? What did her father just say? 

Had she still not woken up, and was having a dream?? 

Her father actually said Li Moying wasn’t bad! Moreover from that tone, he seemed to agree for the 

both of them to be together?? 

What show was he putting on now? She was definitely developing hallucination, ai, lack of sleep would 

easily cause problems….. 

Huang Yueli was thinking as she pinched Li Moying’s arm hard. 

The man’s shoulder’s muscles were hard like stone and no matter how she pinch, she wasn’t able to 

grab anything and moreover, there wasn’t much expression on Li Moying’s face, nor did he cry out in 

pain. 

Huang Yueli nodded her head thoughtfully, “Indeed a dream…” 

Li Moying’s eyes flashed past a smile as he stretched out his hand and pointed at her perky nose, “Who 

says you’re dreaming? This is real! You weren’t awake earlier and I have been discussing our marriage 

with your father earlier…” 

“What? Father, you really… really agree to us getting married?” Huang Yueli was really not able to 

recollect her senses until now. 

Because this matter was simply too miraculous! 

Huang Yueli originally felt that it would be very good if Bai Liufeng was able to acknowledge the 

marriage agreement between Li Moying and her and in future, they would definitely need to drag a few 

years, with their persistence and hard work before they could hold their wedding as they wished. 

Whoever knew that Bai Liufeng’s stand actually changed that quickly? 

Why was it that it just took a night and he directly agreed to them getting married? It was simply a three 

grade jump? 

Wait, last night… 

Huang Yueli suddenly recalled the matter that happened the night before and linked the two matters up 

together as she slightly pondered over it and suddenly felt that something was amiss. 

She turned her head and took a look at Li Moying. 

Li Moying naturally knew what she was thinking and winked at her while Bai Liufeng wasn’t watching as 

he opened his mouth, “Father-in-law was just discussing with me, to prepare returning back to Blue 

Profound Sect with us and attend our wedding.” 



“What??” Huang Yueli had just regained a little composure and now she was struck by lightning. 

Today was really filled with surprises! Although it was a joyous matter, but she was really shocked by 

this….. 

Bai Liufeng actually was going to return back to Blue Profound Sect with them, and personally witnessed 

her getting married? 

“Father, is this true?” She looked at Bai Liufeng who was just behind Li Moying. 

Bai Liufeng looked at her, then looked at Li Moying and with a slightly complexed feeling, he still nodded 

his head and said, “Indeed so. Father had thought through this yesterday, Young Sect Master Li is indeed 

a promising junior and has a respectable status. His innate talent is compatible with yours as well and 

what’s most important is that he indeed is true to you. I think, even if you get married one hundred 

years later, you might not be able to find another partner as compatible as him again.” 

Huang Yueli agreed with this from the bottom of her heart as she kept nodding her head. 

Looked like it wasn’t that her father couldn’t see Li Moying’s positive traits but had intentionally picked 

on him! So he knew it very clearly! 

Bai Liufeng saw her nodding her head and was feeling out of sorts, almost couldn’t help but say that he 

was regretting it! 

But his mind quickly flashed past yesterday’s Snow Phoenix Palace in the snowstorm and his ears 

seemed to echo what that person had said to him. 

Bai Liufeng clenched his teeth and continued to say, “Since you’re going to get married sooner or later, 

might as well for you to get married earlier, at least there is someone to take care of you. No matter…. 

what happens in the future, at least you will not be alone.” 
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The minute he said that, Huang Yueli’s heart thumped hard. 

Bai Liufeng must have met with some problem, otherwise as a father, it was not possible for him to say 

such things. 

Could it be that, Bai Liufeng really knew what happened in Snow Phoenix Palace last night? Could it 

mean that her mother was in danger? 

Huang Yueli’s heart was going round and round and she hesitated for a moment but she still asked the 

question, “Father, yesterday night, if I didn’t see wrongly, the Snow Phoenix Palace had suddenly risen 

from the underground to the surface, hence that caused a few ice mountains nearby to collapse? What 

on earth is going on? My mother she… will she be affected?” 

She was expecting Bai Liufeng to reject replying to this question. 

However, the truth was different from what she thought. 

Bai Liufeng seemed as though he was long prepared as he totally didn’t hesitate when he opened his 

mouth, “Yesterday’s situation was indeed so but your worries are unfounded. Snow Phoenix Palace 



originally was on ground level and moreover, several hundreds and thousands of years ago in ancient 

times, Sacred Phoenix Race was Soaring Heavens Continent’s most powerful force and they occupied 

Lone Sky Summit’s best spiritual artery in the entire Continent as Heaven and Earth Qi are all gathered 

right here. Snow Phoenix Palace’s mechanisms are extremely complex because it has abundant 

Profound Qi hence it’s able to sustain.” 

“However, ten thousand years ago, heaven and earth underwent a major change and Heaven and Earth 

Profound Qi wasn’t enough so Snow Phoenix Palace started to sink down bit by bit…” 

Huang Yueli was flabbergasted when she heard that but quickly understood what was going on, “In this 

way, it’s almost the same as the ancient array which we saw in Ice Serpent Valley…” 

“Ice Serpent Valley?” Bai Liufeng’s brows rose, “What place is that? Are they the descendants of the Ice 

Serpent clan?” 

Huang Yueli was stunned, “Ancient times also has Ice Serpent Clan? No wonder…. Ice Serpent Valley is a 

large powerhouse in the boundary of the Northern Ice Fields and it’s rumoured that they have many 

ancient times’ historical remains and inheritances. Before Moying and I entered the freezing zone, we 

had once helped them restore an ancient array.” 

Bai Liufeng nodded his head, “In this way, it shouldn’t be wrong. Sage Yu Xu mentioned in the 

manuscript that he left behind that Ice Serpent Clan is a half god clan and their ability as compared to 

Sacred Phoenix Race or such large clans are simply like heaven and earth’s difference so no wonder they 

could only construct their cave dwelling in the Northern Ice Fields’ boundary.” 

Huang Yueli spoke out in enlightenment, “So we can say that Snow Phoenix Palace has also absorbed 

enough Heaven and Earth Profound Qi in these years hence it’s able to rise up from below? But 

something’s still not right… Snow Phoenix Palace’s mechanisms are apparently much more complex 

than Ice Serpent Valley so the Profound Qi they require should be much more right?” 

Bai Liufeng looked at her as he gave a slight sigh. 

“Lass Li, what you say is totally right! Snow Phoenix Palace had risen from the ground and exhausted 

Profound Qi and required ten times more than the ancient array that you mentioned! So just based on a 

spirit gathering array to absorb the Heaven and Earth Profound Qi is apparently not enough hence Lord 

Zhan had thought of resorting to those unorthodox methods…” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli’s mind suddenly lit up as she slipped out these, “Could it be that the second 

level of the underground palace where the Blood Moon Great Array, is used for…..” 

Bai Liufeng nodded his head and said, “That’s right, the Blood Moon Great Array is used to absorb the 

practitioner’s Profound Energy and blood essence and it can be turned into an energy to as a driving 

force for Snow Phoenix Palace! Based on Soaring Heavens Continent’s thin layer of Heaven and Earth 

Profound Qi now, spirit gathering arrays are not able to absorb much Profound Qi even after operating 

for several years and moreover the purity of it isn’t high at all.” 
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“But the Profound Energy drawn out from practitioner’s bodys aren’t the same. Those have been 

refined by each practitioner personally and are much purer by a hundred times compared to Heaven 



and Earth Profound Energy! Moreover, Lord Zhan would specially pick those talented practitioners from 

the Seven Sacred Lands and their blood essence are much more vigorous than most practitioners so 

using the means of exhausting their vitality would enable them to derive even more shocking energy!” 

Bai Liufeng spoke out slowly as he unfolded all the truth that he knew, one after another. 

Although Huang Yueli had made some guesses earlier, but when she really heard Bai Liufeng saying 

these, her goosebumps all started to raise. 

“Heavens, that Lord Zhan is really sick in the mind, to be able to do such a thing! Drawing a practitioner’s 

Profound Energy and blood essence, just to supply energy to a palace?? That’s a living person’s life! 

Moreover, they are all talented practitioners who are nurtured by various large powerhouses with all 

their hearts, and they are entrusted with so many people’s hopes! He simply doesn’t treat them as 

humans!” 

Bai Liufeng scoffed, “What did you think? In Lord Zhan’s eyes, those ordinary practitioners are of course 

not ‘humans’. Lord Zhan himself boasts that he is from an Ancient God Clan and he’s not the same from 

ordinary people! I’ve once heard him personally say that since humans can hunt magical beasts and 

obtain their magical beast cores to cultivate and set up arrays, then Ancient God Clan hunting human 

practitioners to draw their energies, isn’t it the same?” 

“This… he simply… simply…..” Huang Yueli’s eyes opened wide as she became speechless. 

Lord Zhan doing this was indeed devoid of human consciousness. 

But his fallacious reasoning was something that made one unable to rebute. 

Li Moying patted her hands as he gave a cold humph, “Ancient God Clan is indeed high up there! No 

wonder Lord Zhan doesn’t agree to Mother-in-law and Father-in-law’s marriage!” 

Bai Liufeng trembled as he sat back on the chair despondently while sighing, “What Moying said is right, 

Sacred Phoenix Race had always been intermarrying their own people, just to maintain Ancient God 

Clan’s bloodline’s purity. But I heard Lass Li’s mother say that there are some malpractice in 

intermarriages and in recent years, many Sacred Phoenix Race’s clansmen had contracted a strange 

disease, moreover they contracted the illness at a younger age than usual and quite a number of them 

were not even able to give birth before they passed away. The clan has lesser and lesser people by the 

day and moreover their innate talents are no longer as in the past…” 

Saying that, his gaze landed onto Huang Yueli, “Those geniuses with excellent innate talents like Lass Li, 

the Sacred Phoenix Race probably hasn’t even seen one in several hundred thousand years already.” 

Huang Yueli’s lips curled in ridicule, “However, I am born from Mother and Father who is someone 

outside the clan! Sacred Phoenix Race’s regulations are simply too ridiculous! Assume that they are 

better than others? Alas from what I see, they are merely villains who hide underground and do dirty 

deeds!” 

When Bai Liufeng heard that, he was stunned as he gave a few heavy coughs. 



“Cough cough, cough cough, Lass Li, don’t take nonsense. Your mother is a genuine Sacred Phoenix Race 

and your body is flowing Sacred Phoenix Race’s blood! Every single ethnic group, there would definitely 

be some good and bad guys, so we can’t lump them together.” 

Huang Yueli’s lips tugged, “Anyway, I am not going to admit that lunatic Lord Zhan is my uncle!” 

She paused for a moment and said, “Now that Snow Phoenix Palace has risen from the underground, 

but we don’t know why Lord Zhan is planning to do this, what motive he has and what next step will he 

take? Father, do you have any idea?” 
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Bai Liufeng shook his head, “This I don’t know, Lord Zhan’s thinking is just too deep and the way he 

executes things is just too bizarre so how can it be something that we can easily guess? But no matter 

what, this can be considered as a chance for us. Snow Phoenix Palace resurfaced back on ground level 

and the difficulty of entering it will decrease greatly so if we want to save your mother, it will be slightly 

easier!” 

Huang Yueli didn’t expect him to say such a thing. 

She thought that Bai Liufeng would avoid talking about her mother’s matters but he actually initiated 

talking about and moreover from the looks of it, he seemed rather confident… 

Could it be that she had previously guessed wrongly? 

Huang Yueli’s thoughts were racing in her mind but her face didn’t express anything, only asking, “Then 

Father, what plan do you have?” 

Bai Liufeng said, “I’ve thought through it, these mechanisms and arrays seem very difficult to decode 

just based on the both of us and last time you mentioned that the Continent’s Number One Array 

Master Cang Po Yu is in Blue Profound Sect and I’m very interested. Just right, we can take the chance 

while you and Moying are getting married, I’ll also head over to Sky Emperor City to have a chat with 

him, and at the same time, also meet up with some old friends. Perhaps it might be beneficial.” 

Huang Yueli’s brows rose slightly as her heart suddenly seemed to have understood something. 

“Father, what you said is correct, I’ve long wanted to bring you over to Blue Profound Sect for a look! 

Then do you have anything else to prepare? Which day shall we set off?” 

Bai Liufeng replied without any hesitation when he heard her, “Rather than picking a day, why not set 

off today then!” 

“Ah? Today?” Huang Yueli received another shock! 

Bai Liufeng looked at her curiously and said, “Why are you so shocked? Father is a man, unlike you who 

needs to pack so many things when I leave the house! Last night, I have already packed up slightly and 

have also arranged the information related to the arrays and mechanisms so I don’t need to bring 

anything more. Father is in a hurry to save your Mother so we can’t afford to waste any time, let’s go 

earlier and return earlier!” 

Since Bai Liufeng had already said so, Huang Yueli didn’t find any reason to object as well. 



“Alright then, Father, let’s set off this afternoon!” 

Saying that, she turned sideways and looked at Li Moying, “Moying, what do you think?” 

Li Moying’s lips curled upwards as his peach blossom eyes radiated a warm smile, “We’ll do as you say.” 

… 

That afternoon, the few of them teleported out from Sage Yu Xu’s cave dwelling and set off on a return 

journey to Sky Emperor City. 

Before they left, Huang Yueli stood in the snowfield and turned around to gaze afar at the direction of 

Lone Sky Summit. 

This once majestic and lofty snow mountain, had collapsed by a huge chunk because of yesterday night’s 

unforeseen event. 

Whereas at the foot of Lone Sky Summit stood an exquisite and magnanimous palace, which was 

glistening with crystal like brightness under the sun’s rays. 

Snow Phoenix Palace was like a huge magnet, absorbing the surrounding Heaven and Earth Profound Qi. 

Huang Yueli was able to feel the strong energy which was emitted from Snow Phoenix Palace even from 

where she was standing. 

“This is the last homeland which Sacred Phoenix Race had in Soaring Heavens Continent…” 

Huang Yueli took a deep breath and her heart suddenly sighed with regret. 

No matter what, her body was flowing with Sacred Phoenix Race’s blood and this was something which 

she could not deny… 

With a top exponent like Bai Liufeng leading the way, the amount of time spent in leaving the freezing 

zone was much shorter than when they first entered this place. 

On the third day, they were already out of the freezing zone and found their way to where the Snow 

Cloud Sky Ship was parked at. 

Blue Profound Sect’s men had always been on the ship, waiting for their return. 

The few of them boarded the flying ship and the Snow Cloud Sky Ship ascended into the air and soared 

forward into the skies. 

They were finally on the path of return! 
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These few months spent in the Northern Ice Fields, to everyone present, was a long and arduous test. 

Especially those few days in the Snow Phoenix Palace, their lives were practically hanging on a thread 

and they almost thought that they would lose their lives at that place. 

However, luckily the Heavens was watching over them. Not only had they all managed to leave in one 

piece together, moreover Li Moying’s Soul Detachment Illness was successfully cured. 



Huang Yueli sat on the deck as she sat opposite Li Moying who was reading a book, and sighed softly. 

Li Moying raised his eyes to take a look at her, “What’s the matter? Why are you putting on such a bitter 

expression? We’re going to be married very soon and you’re still so unhappy, are you unwilling to marry 

me?” 

Huang Yueli pursed her lips, “How could that be? Of course I’m willing…” 

She subconsciously opened her mouth and saying that halfway, she realised that she almost said 

something and quickly shut her mouth. 

Li Moying didn’t manage to hear what he wanted to hear but he didn’t appear to be very disappointed. 

He stood up and walked towards Huang Yueli as he lifted up her chin with his hand gently and spoke out 

seductively in a low voice, “What are you willing? En? Why aren’t you talking? Saying things halfway is a 

bad habit…..” 

Huang Yueli stared hard at him and her eyeballs rolled as she suddenly let out a smile, “I’ll speak! What’s 

the big deal about it? Lean over closer a little…..” 

Li Moying obediently leaned neared, as he put on an expression to show that he was all ears. 

Huang Yueli coughed as she said, “My father said that I’m the daughter of the Ancient God Clan Scared 

Phoenix Race and our Huang family’s daughters will normally recruit son-in-laws. Since you’re crying to 

say that you must marry me, then you must know our Huang family’s rules: First rule, your wife is always 

right! Second rule, you must listen to all of your wife’s instructions! Third rule…” 

Li Moying felt that the more he heard, the more it wasn’t quite right as his brows rose, “Little fox, you 

really have a lot of rules!” 

Huang Yueli delightfully raised her chin, “That’s of course!” 

Li Moying’s lips curled, “Alright, I can listen to you on all matters, whether it’s big or small matters I’ll 

listen all to you, but in bed, you have to listen to me…” 

Huang Yueli was shocked by his shamelessness as she stared at him and said, “What rubbish, I’m not 

listening to you!” 

“Not listening to me? Then I have to teach you our family rules properly!” Li Moying gave a low chuckle 

as he slowly leaned towards her. 

Huang Yuei had a shock and she quickly covered his mouth, “You, you, you…. don’t do anything reckless! 

This is the deck! There are so many disciples and corvee who are responsible for driving the ship! Don’t 

fool around, I have some proper matters to tell you!” 

Li Moying knew that this wasn’t a good place to be intimate and he acted in that way earlier because he 

merely wanted to tease her. 

Hearing Huang Yueli say that, he absent-mindedly licked her fair slender fingers, “What proper 

matters?” 



Huang Yueli wanted to draw her hand back but he held her on tightly and she wasn’t able to struggle 

free. 

Helpless, she could only give up, “Do you feel that something isn’t very right?” 

Li Moying’s brows rose, “You’re referring to your father? He had been shutting himself inside the cabin 

for the past few days so it’s apparent that he has something on his mind. He suddenly agreed to our 

marriage, obviously he wants to settle you down first then go over to Snow Phoenix Palace to take the 

risk alone. The matter regarding saving your mother is definitely not as simple as what he said!” 

Huang Yueli shook his head and said, “Father’s matter, I somewhat have an idea. I’m not talking about 

him, but… Guardian Jun!” 
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Hearing this, Li Moying was apparently a little surprised. 

He let go of the young lady in his arms as he frowned, “You’ve noticed it as well?” 

Huang Yueli gave him a stare and spoke out angrily, “Such a serious matter like this, how would I not 

notice it? Do you really think I’m blind! I’ve already seen you sneaking to look for Guardian Hun and my 

Senior Brother to discuss about this, but you kept it from me only!” 

Li Moying had not expected himself to be exposed and instantly felt slightly embarrassed, “Ughh, in this 

way, you’ve already found out about it?” 

Huang Yueli glanced sideways at him, “Is Guardian Jun in trouble? Still not going to report honestly?” 

Li Moying lowered his head and looking at his little fox’s fierce expression, he knew that he wouldn’t be 

able to hide from her hence he could only speak out honestly, “Actually I don’t have any intention to 

hide it from you, but seeing that you’re worried about Father-in-law these few days hence I didn’t 

wanted to let these matters trouble you… previously when I asked Po Jun to return to Sky Emperor City, 

I instructed him to use the secret arts of information transmission to inform me about Blue Profound 

Sect’s situation but two months had passed and we didn’t received any information from him.” 

“Previously when we were in the cave dwelling, I was guessing if Father-in-law had used an array to 

isolate the outside world’s information hence we weren’t able to receive any information. But now, we 

have already left the freezing zone for so many days and there’s still no news from Po Jun.” 

When Huang Yueli heard that, her brows creased slightly, “Guardian Jun had always been reliable in 

handling matters and his character is steady. Since you were the one who instructed him, logically it is 

impossible for him to not do it seriously… could it be that Blue Profound Sect is in trouble? Or has he 

met with some trouble on the way back?” 

Li Moying shook his head, “I have discussed with Po Hun and your Senior Brother and we have already 

researched on all the possible scenarios and specially let someone off the ship to go over to Blue 

Profound Sect’s branches to find out about Po Jun’s whereabouts. Those who were asked all said that Po 

Jun had already passed by this place two months ago and headed back to Sky Emperor City directly….” 

When Huang Yueli heard this, her heart suddenly arose with a bad premonition. 



“Surely not right? Could it be that the Sect really…..” 

Her brows creased tightly as she showed a worried expression. 

Li Moying stretched out his hand and caressed her furrowed brows, “No matter, don’t be overly 

worried. Before I left, I had already arranged everything in the Sect. If someone really tried to do 

anything while I’m not in Levitation Sword Palace this time… I will absolutely not let them off!” 

Huang Yueli nodded her head and met with the man’s pitch black pupils, all the worries in her heart 

were all cleared. 

That’s right, no matter what happened, anyway there’s nothing that could baffle the powerful man in 

front of her! 

In the past she would worry about Li Moying’s Soul Detachment Illness and that he couldn’t cross hands 

with anyone but now… 

Anyone who dared to provoke Li Moying, would definitely regret that they were born on this Continent! 

Originally Li Moying was preparing to bring Huang Yueli on a sightseeing tour to slowly return back but 

as Cang Po Jun’s whereabouts was unknown, he wasn’t able to feel at ease hence he made the disciples 

who were responsible for driving the Snow Cloud Sky Ship to fasten the speed and return directly to Sky 

Emperor City. 

… 

After another ten days or so, Snow Cloud Sky Ship had finally arrived at the mountain’s entrance in front 

of Blue Profound Sect. 

The few of them got off the ship and immediately sensed that the situation wasn’t quite right. 

The Sovereign’s symbolic Snow Cloud Sky Ship was always eye-grabbing even if it was in the tall skies 

and generally when it was ten over miles away, the disciples on duty in front of the mountain’s entrance 

would have already discovered them. 

Following that, the acting Sovereign Cang Po Yu would personally lead their men out to welcome them. 
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But today, everyone had already alighted the flying ship but Cang Po Yu’s shadow couldn’t even be seen. 

Even to the extent the number of disciples on duty usually in front of the mountain entrance, were only 

left with two younger disciples whose cultivations weren’t even higher than fourth stage realm, as they 

stood at the lower part of Blue Profound Sect. 

In the past at the mountain entrance in Blue Profound Sect, it was always heavily guarded and there 

were even hundreds of disciples on duty, and they had at least fifth stage realm cultivations and above. 

Now there were only two of the outer disciples with weaker abilities guarded here, so this matter was 

simply too abnormal. 



The few of them exchanged glances and now that things had reached to this stage, it was already 

obvious that some accident had really happened in Blue Profound Sect. Otherwise it was impossible for 

the door to be wide open, as they were lacking in defence. 

Two outer door disciples revealed a terrified expression as they saw the Snow Cloud Sky Ship slowly 

descending and after a short blank, they immediately turned around and wanted to sneak away secretly. 

However, Li Moying and the others had already noticed their existence. 

Cang Po Hun’s body swayed and he appeared right in front of the two of them, as he blocked their path. 

“The two of you…. which wing hall’s disciples are you from? You’ve already seen Young Sect Master 

alighting and you actually don’t go forward to pay your respects, but instead turn around and run? How 

dare the both of you!” 

Cang Po Hun gave a cold harrumph and the two outer disciples were so scared that their souls were 

about to fly away as they shivered in fright. 

“Hun… Guardian Hun, spare our lives…” 

Cang Po Hun’s finger flicked and two bursts of Profound Energies flew out as it sealed the duo’s 

meridians, “I’m not qualified to let the both of you off, you yourselves head over to Young Sect Master 

and plead for forgiveness!” 

He led both of them back to Li Moying’s side. 

When the both of them saw Li Moying’s lanky figure, they were so scared that their faces turned pale 

and their feets turned into jelly as they knelt down. 

“Young Sect Master, This Disciple… This Disciple is guilty…..” 

“Young Sect Master, will you please… spare our lives…..” 

Li Moying swept them a glance and didn’t say a word. 

Cang Po Hun asked them on his behalf, “You’re already in front of Young Sect Master and still not going 

to explain honestly? Which hall wing are you from? Why are there only two of you on duty today? 

Where are the others?” 

The two of them had terrified expressions and after a short moment of hesitation, the bolder one spoke 

out first, “Reporting to Young Sect Master, This Disciple is… Blue Cloud Hall’s outer disciple, today… 

there are only two of us on duty because.. because…..” 

He hemmed and hawed as his gaze roved around. 

Cang Po Hun barked out, “Because of what? Still not going to confess! If I find out that anyone of you is 

telling a lie, the consequence… you should know it clearly in your heart!” 

His bark carried ten percent of Profound Energy and it caused the duo’s heart to waver. 

The two of them shuddered and when they recalled about the legendary tales of this Guardian Hun’s 

methods, they didn’t dare to hesitate as they hurriedly explained, “Young Sect Master, it’s… it’s like this. 



Today is originally our Blue Cloud Hall’s outer disciples on duty but our Hall Master has instructed that 

today, valuable guests from the Six Sacred Lands will be paying a visit to our Sect and we are 

shorthanded hence they had called all our Senior Brothers over to Levitation Sword Palace to help out…” 

Cang Po Hun couldn’t help but scoffed, “Young Sect Master is still out on experience learning while 

Sovereign is still in cultivation! Why have the Six Sacred Lands people come to Blue Profound Sect for? 

Your Hall Master even let them all in??” 

The two of them shivered terribly, “This Disciple… This Disciple does not know, we are only acting on his 

orders…” 

Cang Po Hun gave a cold laugh, “Still dare to talk rubbish? If you’re really left with no choice, then why 

are you running away when you see the Sovereign? You’re obviously feeling guilty!” 
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Cang Po Hun’s voice was extremely strict and the two of them kept kowtowing non-stop in fright. 

“This Disciple doesn’t dare, This Disciple really doesn’t dare! This is what our Hall Master has instructed 

and he also said that once we see Young Sect Master and Guardians returning, we must inform him 

immediately! This Disciple’s family’s lives are all in the hands of Hall Master and we don’t dare to defy 

his command… Young Sect Master, please spare us!” 

The two of them were kowtowing furiously as their heads knocked against the ground, giving off a 

“pong pong pong” crisp sound. 

Not too long later, the ground turned red, apparently their heads were already broken from the kowtow 

as blood started to drip. 

Huang Yueli frowned and waved her hand as she said, “Men, drag these two fellows down and lock 

them up! After we’ve taken care of the others who are creating havoc in the Sect, we’ll punish them 

altogether!” 

Snow Cloud Sky Ship’s disciples were all Blue Profound Sect’s direct disciples and not only were their 

abilities high, moreover all of them were totally loyal to Li Moying. 

On hearing the command, instantly someone headed up and dragged these two outer disciples who 

were scared until their feet turned into jelly 

Cang Po Hun turned around to look at Li Moying and said anxiously, “Young Sect Master, let’s hurry on 

it! Looks like Big Brother they hadn’t been sending us any news, it’s all because the Sect has undergone 

a major change! Six Sacred Lands have long wanted to find trouble with us and this time round, they 

must have found out that our Sovereign’s top exponents have already left and there’s only Second 

Brother around hence they took advantage of this void space to invade us! Second Brother and the 

others are probably in danger!” 

However, Li Moying was apparently extremely composed as he muttered to himself, “Blue Cloud Hall’s 

Hall Master… is Wei Zongguang? He was already placed in an important position since twenty years ago 

and was positioned as the Hall Master! I’ve really not expected this!” 



He paused and said, “Let’s go, let’s go in and take a look! But there’s no need to hurry. Let’s slowly head 

up from the mountain path and don’t alarm anyone…. There’s probably still a good show that hasn’t 

been played yet!” 

Huang Yueli and the others exchanged glances and followed Li Moying’s footsteps. 

… 

Just as Li Moying and the others were secretly heading up the mountain, within Levitation Sword Palace, 

the lights were all turned on and the doors were wide open! 

In the front hall, lines up several ninth stage realm peak practitioners. 

Taking a detailed look, they were actually all the first twenty top experts in the Sky Chart and every 

single one of them were famous in Sky Emperor City. 

Moreover, all of them were from the Six Sacred Lands! 

When Cang Po Yu saw them coming, he abruptly stood up from the main seat and his face initially 

revealed a shocked expression but following that, his face turned cold. 

“Various Elders, what do you mean by this? I don’t seem to recall having invited you over to Blue 

Profound Sect? You have come uninvited so many I ask what can I do for you?” 

One of the Elders took a step forward and said, “Guardian Yu, the few of us have come naturally 

because we have our reasons. Recently our disciples from Six Sacred Lands have been disappearing in 

the surroundings of Northern Ice Fields and coincidentally, someone happened to see that your 

distinguished Sect’s Young Sect Master Li Moying and direct disciple Huang Yueli had once appeared in 

the vicinity. Now we’re suspecting that the Six Sacred Lands’ disciples’ disappearance are related to Li 

Moying so may I trouble Guardian Yu to ask him out to give us an explanation!” 

When Cang Po Yu heard this, he instantly understood that these people had come intentionally to find 

trouble and his expression turned colder still. 

“Few Elders, this matter definitely is some kind of misunderstanding. Our Young Sect Master and Young 

Miss Bai had always moved around on their own and it’s not possible that they would initiate any 

trouble with the other Sacred Lands’ disciples so what evidence do you have to say that of them? If 

there’s no evidence, speaking casually like this without thinking is plain slander!” 
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Elder Chen who opened his mouth earlier gave a cold laugh, “Evidence? Of course we have evidence. 

We Six Sacred Lands do not just send out one or two practitioners on experience learning and quite a 

number of them saw Li Moying and those people who disappeared having a conflict! It’s not up to Blue 

Profound Sect to deny this! Stop telling us this rubbish and ask Li Moying to come out! We want a direct 

confrontation with him!” 

Cang Po Yu knew that this was only an excuse and the other party was just here to find trouble so he 

absolutely would not give way like this. 



Moreover, Li Moying wasn’t even around so no matter what, it was impossible for him to make him 

appear! 

In addition, Cang Po Yu seemed to have other worries. 

Li Moying left Blue Profound Sect for three months already and before they left, Liu Buyan had already 

came out with this conclusion saying that if he wasn’t able to refine the Purified Pill for Li Moying within 

a short period of time, then Li Moying’s Soul Detachment Illness might possibly act up again, with his 

demise unconfirmed. 

Whereas now, there was totally no news of the few of them and such a long period of time had already 

passed… 

Cang Po Yu was already very worried, if the few of them had met with an accident in the Northern Ice 

Fields! 

These Six Sacred Lands’ Elders came knocking on their door, not only did they say that they were looking 

for Li Moying the minute they came, moreover they even mentioned the location of mishap, which was 

exactly the Northern Ice Fields! 

This made Cang Po Yu have a bad premonition. Could Sovereign really have a conflict with the Six Sacred 

Lands? Where was he right now? 

Just as Cang Po Yu was in deep contemplation, the few Elders had already lost their patience as they all 

started to urge him. 

“Guardian Yu, what are you still hesitating for? Quickly ask Young Sect Master Li out!” 

“That’s right, he’s the Young Sect Master from the Number One Sacred Land and now that he has done 

something, he actually doesn’t dare to come out for a confrontation, is he trying to be a tortoise?” 

“Dare to do but don’t dare to own up, where has the past bearing of Blue Profound Sect of yesteryear 

gone to?” 

“One pays with their life after they kill someone and this is only right and proper, ask him to come out 

and explain clearly! If the missing disciples are really killed by him, he must give each and every one of 

us an explanation!” 

The few of them were speaking out aggressively as they all started to lose control of their Profound 

Energy. 

The few Sky Chart’s strong exponents’ might were unleashed at the same time so even for Cang Po Yu, 

they all sensed the huge pressure. 

But, he didn’t reveal any fear and instead his expression turned icy cold, “What do the few of you mean 

by this? You can’t even show me any evidence so are you thinking of using violence to pressure Blue 

Profound Sect to hand him over? To tell you the truth, our Young Sect Master had left Blue Profound 

Sect three months ago to go on experience learning and till today, he has not returned yet! I also want 

to ask you all, our Young Sect Master still hasn’t returned after such a long time, did your people from 

the Six Sacred Lands kill him? Why aren’t you giving Blue Profound Sect an explanation?” 



Elder Chen retorted angrily, “Guardian Yu, I’d advise you not to be too much! Li Moying had what kind of 

cultivation and which one of our younger generation disciples from the few Sacred Lands are his match? 

You are throwing the target back at us, do you treat us as idiots? Stop with the nagging and quickly ask 

him out!” 

Cang Po Yu spoke out coldly, “I’ve already said this clearly, Young Sect Master isn’t in the Sect! Will the 

few of you please return back! Men, send the guests off!” 

He flicked his sleeve heavily as he showed them the door! 

Actually, Cang Po Yu was very worried that Li Moying would be in trouble but he knew clearly that now 

wasn’t the time to ask for an answer. 

Blue Profound Sect’s top exponents, basically had all left with Li Moying to Northern Ice Fields and 

although the rest of the outer Hall Masters had not bad abilities, but they didn’t knew that Li Moying 

was actually Mu Chengying. 
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Moreover, Cang Po Yu had been suspecting that there was some traitor whom Lord Zhan had stuffed in 

at one of the outer doors so these people’s loyalty were worth suspecting. 

Under this circumstance, Cang Po Yu was equivalent to the only top exponent stationed at Levitation 

Sword Palace. 

Facing seven to eight Sky Chart’s top exponents coercion, based on his ability, there was no way for him 

to fight against the others. 

Right now, Li Moying had left the task to him before he left, and that was to take good care of Blue 

Profound Sect and this was his most important mission so for safety sake, he had better drive these 

people away first before he could investigate further. 

However, even after Cang Po Yu’s command, no one responded to it. 

His brows twitched slightly as he said, “Men! Are those at the entrance all dead??” 

The entrance remained dead silent. 

Cang Po Yu’s heart thumped hard and he just realised that facing these people, it was probably not just 

as simple as finding trouble with Li Moying! 

They had probably found out long ago that Blue Profound Sect’s top exponents were all out and this 

time round, they had apparently come with a vicious intention! 

Cang Po Yu’s heart was filled with alarm but he tried his best to maintain his composure, “What do the 

few of you mean by this? You actually dare to take action against our Blue Profound Sect’s disciples??” 

Elder Chen smiled and said, “Guardian Yu, I’m afraid that you’re mistaken! We as outsiders, how can we 

possibly touch your distinguished Sect’s disciples? It’s those few disciples at the entrance who don’t 

know the rules and have offended your distinguished Sect’s Hall Master Wei hence Hall Master Wei 

taught them the rules out of kind intentions!” 



“Hall Master Wei.. Wei Zongguang?” 

Cang Po Yu’s brows rose, as his heart was extremely astonished! 

Wei Zongguang had already assumed the position of Blue Cloud Hall’s Hall Master since twenty years 

ago and moreover his cultivation had reached ninth stage realm peak and in the entire Blue Profound 

Sect, he was considered as an experienced and capable person in the top management. 

Not only Wei Zongguang himself, even his disciples and grand-disciples, many of them had already 

assumed duties such as managers in Blue Profound Sect. 

This kind of person, actually betrayed the Blue Profound Sect? 

Just at this moment, a middle aged man walked in from the door. His slightly plumb figure with even 

more fats on his face, with even a triple chin, had a friendly face when he smiled. 

On seeing Cang Po Yu, he cupped his fist in his other hand in greeting as he spoke out not too 

respectfully, “Greetings to Guardian Yu.” 

Cang Po Yu stared angrily at him and said, “Wei Zongguang… you have indeed betrayed Sovereign! How 

dare you!” 

Wei Zongguang gave a careless smile and said, “Guardian Yu, your words are really too serious! Of 

course I am naturally loyal towards Sovereign My! But Sovereign is currently in cultivation and as the 

Sect’s managers, surely we can’t ignore Blue Profound Sect’s reputation right? The Elders from the Six 

Sacred Lands have already found their way to our door personally with hard evidence and moreover 

they didn’t say anything much. They just wanted to meet with Young Sect Master to have a 

confrontation with him! Guardian Yu can’t even agree to this, isn’t this a little too much?” 

Cang Po Yu looked at this greasy smile and felt his stomach turning as he felt like retching. 

He wasn’t considered to be on close terms as Wei Zongguang but this person had a honest and loyal 

look and he appeared to be loyal usually so Cang Po Yu had never suspected that he had ill intentions. 

Whoever knew that today he actually took the opportunity while Blue Cloud Hall was responsible for 

keeping guard, to let all the Six Sacred Lands people in! 

Blue Profound Sect’s mountain protection array had a total of seven bolts and each one of them was 

formidable! 

Even if it were Sky Chart’s top exponents who wanted to barge in forcibly, it was practically an 

impossible thing. 

 


